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Abstract— This paper proposes a new sequential pattern
mining method. The method introduces a new evaluation
criterion satisfying the Apriori property. The criterion is
calculated by the frequency of the sequential pattern and
the minimum frequency of items included in the items. It ex-
tracts sequential patterns that can be rules predicting future
items with high probability. Also, the method introduces new
constraints. The constraints extract item sets composed of
items whose attributes are different and extracts sequential
patterns composed of item sets whose attribute sets are equal
to one another. The proposed method efficiently discovers
sequential patterns coinciding with analysts’ interests by
combining the criterion and the constraints. The paper
verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method by applying
it to medical examination data.

Index Terms— sequential data, sequential pattern mining,
sequential interestingness, attribute constraint, medical ex-
amination data

I. I NTRODUCTION

Owing to the progress of computer and network envi-
ronments, it is easy to collect data with time information
such as daily business reports, web log data, and phys-
iological information. Many methods of analyzing data
with time information have been studied. Some of these
methods deal with numerical sequential data [1] [2] [3]
[4] and the others deal with discrete sequential data. In
this paper, we focus on the latter methods. In particular,
we focus on the methods that discover sequential patterns
from discrete sequential data composed of item sets.
These methods need to evaluate combinations of items to
discover the sequential patterns. The number of the com-
binations increases exponentially, as the number of the
items increases. It is indispensable to efficiently squeeze
the combinations, because sequential data collected from
a real-world environment includes many items.

For this problem, Pei et al. [5], Srikant and Agrawal [6],
and Zaki [7] proposed methods that efficiently discover
frequent sequential patterns based on their support from
discrete sequential data. Here, the support is a well-known
criterion that evaluates their frequency. The data is com-
posed of rows of item sets and the patterns are frequent
subrows of the item sets. The method proposed by Srikant
and Agrawal [6] introduced the Apriori property to dis-
cover the patterns. Here, the property is that the frequency
of a pattern is smaller than or equal to the frequency of its
subpatterns. The method generates candidate sequential
patterns whose numbers of item sets are larger than

those of frequent sequential patterns. The method judges
whether the candidate sequential patterns are frequent.
The method repeats the generation and the judgment
until it discovers all frequent sequential patterns. Using
the Apriori property, the method can avoid generating
redundant candidate sequential patterns. Also, the method
proposed by Zaki [7] introduced vertical ID lists. Each
list is composed of both sequence number of sequential
data and the time of occurrence of an item included
in the sequence. Each list is generated for each item.
The method generates candidate sequential patterns by
combining the lists and efficiently discovers all frequent
sequential patterns. In addition, the method proposed by
Pei et al. [5] introduced the idea of prefixes of sequential
patterns. The prefixes are subpatterns that appeared in the
former sequential patterns. The method generates projec-
tion databases corresponding to the prefixes. The method
discovers frequent sequential patterns with the prefixes
from their projection databases. These methods regard
the frequent patterns as patterns coinciding with analysts’
interests. However, the patterns do not always coincide
with the interests, because the patterns are common and
are not necessarily a source of new knowledge for the
analysts. The patterns coinciding with the interests may be
buried in a large number of discovered sequential patterns.

The problem is well-known in the field of association
rule discovery. Many other evaluation criteria have been
proposed. Shimazu et al. [8] and Suzuki and Zytkow
[9] proposed evaluation criteria that discover exceptional
patterns. Silberschatz and Tuzhilin [10] proposed an eval-
uation criterion that measures the interestingness of a
pattern in terms of the analysts’ belief system. Blanchard
et al. [11] proposed an evaluation criterion that is based
on a probabilistic model and measures the deviation from
the maximum uncertainty of the consequent given that the
antecedent is true. In addition, Brin et al. [12] proposed
an evaluation criterion that measures significance of as-
sociations via theχ2 test for correlation from classical
statistics. These criteria may be applied to the sequential
data. However, it is difficult for them to efficiently dis-
cover the patterns, because they do not satisfy the Apriori
property.

On the other hand, Garofalakis et al. [13] proposed
a method that discovers sequential patterns satisfying
regular expressions specified by the analysts. Also, Pei
et al. [14] presented 7 kinds of constraints, including an
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item constraint, a super-pattern constraint, and a regular
expression constraint. Here, the item constraint can extract
sequential patterns that include or do not include specific
items, and the super-pattern constraint can extract sequen-
tial patterns that include specific sequential subpatterns.
Pei et al. [14] investigated characterization of the con-
straints and proposed a new framework that characterizes
the constraints. In addition, Sakurai and Ueno [15] and
Sakurai et al. [16] proposed a method that discovers se-
quential patterns, where they include subpatterns specified
by the analysts and they satisfy time constraints. However,
in order to introduce valid constraints, these methods
based on the constraints need background knowledge that
depends excessively on application fields. It is not always
easy to acquire the constraints from the analysts.

Thus, this paper introduces a new evaluation criterion
to replace the previous evaluation criteria: the support and
the confidence. The criterion satisfies the Apriori property
and discovers more characteristic sequential patterns than
sequential patterns based on the support. Also, this paper
represents an item as having an attribute and an attribute
value. The representation is an original method and leads
to three attribute constraints that do not depend exces-
sively on the application fields. The mining method based
on the criterion and the constraints can efficiently discover
sequential patterns coinciding with analysts’ interests,
Lastly, the paper applies the method to data of a medical
examination and verifies the effectiveness of the method.

II. SEQUENTIAL INTERESTINGNESS

A. Definition of Sequential Patterns

This paper deals with sequential data composed of
totally ordered item sets. Each item set is composed of
items, but the same items are not included in an item set.
A row of the sequential datas1 is described formally by
s1 = I11 → I12 → · · · → I1n1 , where I1j is an item
set, andI1j occurs beforeI1k occurs if j < k. n1 is
the number of item sets included in the sequence and the
number is called “the length”. Also, each item setI1j

is described formally byI1j = {i1j1, i1j2, · · ·, i1jm1j}.
Here, i1jk ̸= i1jl if k ̸= l, and m1j is the number of
items included inj-th item set. The items are arranged
with an order such as alphabetic order.

For example, in the case of the daily business report
data, “inquiry regarding system specifications”, “demon-
stration of a system”, “strong interest in a system”, and
“acceptance of an order” are examples of items. “inquiry
regarding system specifications”→ (“demonstration of a
system”, “strong interest in a system”)→ “acceptance of
an order” is an example of a row. In the row, “demon-
stration of a system” and “strong interest in a system”
occur in the same time interval and the length of the row
is 3. On the other hand, a sequential pattern is a subrow
extracted from the sequential data. The sequential pattern
is described formally with the format of the row of the
sequential data.

Next, we note the inclusion between two rows of the
sequential data. If two rowss1 ands2 satisfy the following

condition,s1 includess2.
Condition 1: If s1 = I11 → I12 → · · · → I1n1 and

s2 = I21 → I22 → · · · → I2n2 , there is a sequencexi

such thatI21 ⊆ I1x1 , I22 ⊆ I1x2 , · · ·, I2n2 ⊆ I1xn2
and

x1 < x2 < · · · < xn2 .
Figure 1 shows an example in which a right row

includes a left row. In Figure 1, each circle indicates an
item and different patterns on the circles indicate different
items.

Figure 1. Inclusion of rows of the sequential data

B. Definition and Property of Sequential Interestingness

We note a sequential pattern that includes a sequen-
tial subpattern whose frequency is relatively low. The
sequential pattern can predict a remaining subpattern with
high probability when the sequential subpattern is given.
For example, if the sequential pattern “inquiry regarding
system specifications”→ (“demonstration of a system”,
“strong interest in a system”)→ “acceptance of an order”
is given and the subpattern “inquiry regarding system
specifications”→ (“demonstration of a system”, “strong
interest in a system”) is given, we can predict “acceptance
of an order” as the next item. Therefore, we think analysts
are interested in the sequential pattern. Thus, we define
the sequential interestingness [17] by Formula (1) as an
evaluation criterion that discovers the sequential pattern.
The formula evaluates the subpattern by using the recip-
rocal number of the minimum frequency of sequential
subpatterns included in the sequential pattern.

inst(s) = min
sp⊆s

{( 1
freq(sp)

)
α

} × (freq(s))(1+α)

N
(1)

Here,α(≥ 0) is the weight for the minimum frequency
and is called “the confidence priority”,sp is a sequential
subpattern of a sequential patterns, freq() is a function
that calculates the frequency of a sequential pattern in
the sequential data, andN is the number of rows in
the sequential data. But, the frequency is the number of
the rows including the sequential pattern. The sequential
interestingness has the following 4 properties.

Property 1:The sequential interestingness satisfies the
Apriori property. That is, the sequential interestingness of
a sequential pattern is smaller than or equal to that of a
sequential subpattern included in it.

Property 1 means that the sequential interestingness can
efficiently discover all sequential patterns whose sequen-
tial interestingness is larger than or equal to a predefined
threshold. The patterns are regarded as characteristic
sequential patterns.

Property 2: The sequential interestingness and the
previous criteria, namely, the support and the confidence
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[18], have the following relationship.

inst(s) = min
i∈s

{(conf(s|i))α} × supp(s) (2)

Here, the support and the confidence are defined by
Formulae (3) and (4).

supp(s) =
freq(s)

N
(3)

conf(s|sp) =
freq(s)
freq(sp)

(4)

Property 2 shows that the confidence has larger impact
than the support ifα is larger.

Property 3: If a confidence priorityα is equal to 0 or
a sequential pattern is composed of only one item, the
sequential interestingness is equal to the support.

Property 4: If a confidence priorityα1 is larger than
another confidence priorityα2, the sequential interesting-
ness based onα1 more easily discovers sequential patterns
whose frequencies are lower than that based onα2.

III. A TTRIBUTE CONSTRAINTS

Sequential pattern mining methods deal with an item
regarded as an attribute composed of two attribute val-
ues. So, the attribute shows the existence of the item.
One attribute value shows that the item exists and the
other attribute value shows that the item does not exist.
In a real-world environment, there are items that have
attributes composed of three or more attribute values. The
sequential pattern mining methods cannot deal directly
with these items. We have to convert such items to items
whose attributes are composed of two attribute values, in
order to discover sequential patterns from sequential data
composed of the items.

For example, in the case of the medical examination
data, the attribute “blood pressure” is composed of three
attribute values: “high”, “normal”, and “low”. We can
convert the attribute values to three items: “blood pres-
sure/high”, “blood pressure/normal”, and “blood pres-
sure/low”. In general, the items are converted to “Ai/aij”,
where Ai is an attribute andaij is an attribute value.
The conversion tends to generate many items and tends to
generate a large number of candidate sequential patterns,
because the candidate sequential patterns are generated
by the combination of the items. The sequential pattern
mining methods need to decrease the candidate patterns.
Thus, this paper proposes a method that decreases the
candidate patterns by introducing attribute constraints.
In the following discussions of the attribute constraints,
we do not always consider the sequential interestingness
as the evaluation criterion of characteristic sequential
patterns. We can use other criteria satisfying the Apriori
property such as the support.

In the case of the attribute “blood pressure”, the at-
tribute values “high”, “normal”, and “low” do not occur
spontaneously in an item set. This is because the item set
includes only items that occur in a time interval and an
attribute value always corresponds to the blood pressure in
the time interval. On the other hand, a sequential pattern

mining method based on an evaluation criterion satisfying
the Apriori property generates a candidate item set by
combination of items. The method may combine items
that do not occur spontaneously in a time interval, may
generate a candidate item set, and may calculate its eval-
uation value in order to judge whether it is characteristic.
However, it is unnecessary for the method to calculate the
evaluation value, because the item set includes the items
that do not occur spontaneously in the time interval and
it clearly cannot be a characteristic sequential pattern.

Therefore, if the method evaluates a constraint such
that the item set does not include items belonging to
the same attribute, the method can delete the item set
without calculating the evaluation value. The evaluation
time of the constraint is much shorter than the calculation
time of the evaluation value. This is because the method
has to calculate the evaluation value by referring to large
amounts of sequential data. We can expect the speedy
discovery of characteristic item sets by introducing the
constraint. The constraint is called “the same attribute
constraint”. It is described formally as attrkind it(I,
l1) ̸=attr kind it(I, l2) if l1 ̸= l2. Here, attrkind it() is a
function that picks up an attribute corresponding tol1(l2)-
th item included in an item setI.

We consider a concrete method that evaluates the
same attribute constraint in a sequential pattern mining
method. At first the mining method picks up all kinds
of items from sequential data and checks whether each
item is characteristic. The mining method discovers only
characteristic items. So, the mining method does not
evaluate the constraint, because the constraint requires
multiple items. Next, the mining method combines two
characteristic items and generates a candidate item set in-
cluding two items. The mining method evaluates whether
their attributes are equal. If the attributes are equal, the
mining method judges that the candidate item set is not
characteristic without calculating its evaluation value.

For example, if two characteristic items “blood pres-
sure/high” and “blood pressure/low” are given, it is judged
automatically that the candidate item set (“blood pres-
sure/high”, “blood pressure/low”) is not characteristic.
Also, the mining method evaluates all combinations of
two characteristic items and discovers all characteristic
item sets including two items. It combines two character-
istic item sets including two items, where the item sets
are composed of a common itemic and a different item
id1(id2). It generates a candidate item set including three
items: ic, id1 , and id2 . It is only necessary to evaluate
whether attributes ofid1 andid2 are equal. This is because
ic and id1(id2) are included in the characteristic item
set and their attributes are different. In the case that the
attributes ofid1 and id2 are equal, the mining method
judges that the candidate item set is not characteristic.
The mining method evaluates all combinations of two
characteristic item sets including two items and discovers
all characteristic item sets including three items.

In general, the mining method combines two character-
istic item sets including (j−1) items, where each item set
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is composed of(j − 2) common itemsic1 , ic2 , · · ·, icj−2 ,
and a different itemid1(id2). It generates a candidate item
set includingj items ic1 , ic2 , · · ·, icj−2 , id1 , and id2 .
It calculates evaluation values of the candidate item sets
that satisfy the same attribute constraint. It discovers all
characteristic item sets includingj items. The discovery
process of characteristic item sets is repeated until the
number of characteristic item sets includingj items is
smaller than or equal to 1. For the generation of a
candidate item set, we note that it is sufficient to use
only the combination of two characteristic item sets. This
is because the Apriori property guarantees that item sets
based on the other combinations are not characteristic.
Figure 2 shows an outline of generation of a candidate
item set. In Figure 2, different patterns on the circles
indicate different attributes.

Figure 2. Generation of a candidate item set

On the other hand, we think the analysts are interested
in the trends of attribute values in the case that time
passes. For example, in the case of sequential data of a
medical examination, we are interested in the trend of the
values of the attribute “blood pressure”. Then, even if the
mining method discovers a sequential pattern including an
item with another attribute such as “salinity”, the pattern
does not coincide with analysts’ interests. That is, the
pattern such as “blood pressure/high”→ “salinity/normal”
→ “blood pressure/high” is not a characteristic sequential
pattern. The pattern should be deleted from characteristic
sequential patterns. Thus, the paper introduces the con-
straint that evaluates whether the item sets included in
a sequential pattern are composed of the same attribute
set. The constraint is called “the neighboring attribute
constraint”. It is described formally as attrkind its(s,
l1)=attr kind its(s, l2). Here, attrkind its() is a function
that picks up an attribute set corresponding tol1(l2)-th
item set included in a sequential patterns.

The mining method evaluates the constraint when it
generates two 2nd candidate sequential patterns,I1 →
I2 and I2 → I1, from two characteristic item sets,
I1 and I2. If the candidate sequential patterns do not
satisfy the neighboring attribute constraint, they cannot be
characteristic sequential patterns coinciding with analysts’
interests. In the following, we deal with a characteris-
tic sequential pattern coinciding with analysts’ interests.
The mining method can delete the candidate sequential
patterns without calculating their evaluation value. If
the candidate sequential patterns satisfy the neighboring

attribute constraint, the method calculates their evaluation
value and judges whether they are characteristic. The
mining method discovers all 2nd characteristic sequential
patterns from the combination of characteristic item sets.
Also, the mining method combines two 2nd character-
istic sequential patterns, where each sequential pattern
is composed of a common item setIc and a different
item setId1(Id2), where Ic occurs beforeId1(Id2) oc-
curs. It generates 3rd candidate sequential patternsIc →
Id1(Id2) → Id2(Id1). Ic and Id1 are composed of the
same attribute set, andIc and Id2 are composed of the
same attribute set. The mining method can judge that
the candidate sequential patterns satisfy the neighboring
attribute constraint without checking the constraint. So,
the mining method calculates their evaluation value and
judges whether they are characteristic. It discovers all 3rd
characteristic sequential patterns by the combination of
two 2nd characteristic sequential patterns.

In general, the mining method combines two(k − 1)-
th characteristic sequential patterns, where each pattern
is composed of(k − 2) common item setsIc1 , Ic2 , · · ·,
Ick−2 , and a different item setId1(Id2), where these item
sets occur with this order. It generates twok-th candidate
sequential patternsIc1 → Ic2 → · · · → Ick−2 → Id1(Id2)
→ Id2(Id1). The patterns clearly satisfy the neighboring
attribute constraint. The mining method calculates their
evaluation values. It discovers allk-th characteristic se-
quential patterns by evaluating the values. It is repeated
and judges whether they are characteristic. The discovery
process of the sequential patterns is repeated untilk-th
characteristic sequential patterns cannot be discovered.
For the generation of a candidate sequential pattern, we
note that it is sufficient to use only the combination of two
characteristic sequential patterns because of the Apriori
property. Figure 3 shows an outline of the generation of
candidate sequential patterns. In Figure 3, different lines
on the circumferences indicate different attribute values.

Figure 3. Generation of a candidate sequential pattern

In addition, the analysts of medical examination data
are interested in a sequential pattern composed of items
whose attributes are equal to each other but whose
attribute values are different. Thus, we introduce the
constraint that evaluates whether values of neighboring
items of the same attribute are different. The constraint
is called “the changeable attribute value constraint”. It is
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described formally as attrvalue(s, l) ̸=attr value(s, l +1).
Here, attrvalue() is a function that picks up an attribute
value set corresponding tol-th item set included in a
sequential patterns.

The mining method requires evaluating the constraint
in the generation of a candidate sequential pattern. But, it
requires only evaluating items included in the different
item sets:Id1 and Id2 . This is because each(k − 1)
sequential pattern satisfies the changeable attribute value
constraint. If the values are equal, the mining method
judges that a candidate sequential pattern is not char-
acteristic. The mining method can delete a sequential
pattern such as “blood pressure/normal”→ “blood pres-
sure/normal”. Also, the constraint is not satisfied when
the same characteristic sequential pattern is selected in the
generation of a candidate sequential pattern. Therefore, it
is unnecessary to combine the same pattern.

According to the discussion of the attribute constraints,
we show the pseudocode algorithm based on sequential
interestingness in Figure 4. The algorithm efficiently cal-
culates the sequential interestingness of candidate sequen-
tial patterns by storing the maximum frequency, because
of Formula (2). The complexity of the calculation is
almost equal to the one in the case of the support.

Sequential data SeqDB, the minimum sequential inter-
estingness MinIs, and the confidence priorityα are input
to the algorithm. The algorithm outputs all characteristic
sequential patterns∪kLk, where their sequential interest-
ingness is larger than or equal to MinIs and they satisfy
the three attribute constraints. In Figure 4, calcfreq()
is a function that calculates frequency of an item in
the sequential data, subset() is a function that picks up
items whose number is equal to the value of its argument
from the top of an item set, calcinst() is a function that
calculates sequential interestingness,◃▹seq is an operator
that generates a candidate sequential pattern from two
sequential patterns, and sf[] is the area that stores the
maximum frequency of the items included in the item
sets. But, in Figure 4, we assume thatk-th characteristic
sequential patterns are arranged with a specific order.

IV. N UMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Data

All employees of our company undergo a medical
examination every year. This paper deals with its data to
verify the effect of sequential interestingness and attribute
constraints. The data is composed of 50 attributes such
as items of the medical examination, the date of the
medical examination, and the age, sex, and identification
number of each employee. The data is encrypted to avoid
identification of individuals and the encryption key is
controlled by the doctor. Specifically, this paper deals
with 28,995 data sets of males ranging in age from 20 to
29. We collect data sets of the same person and arrange
the collected data sets according to the date. We generate
10,412 sequential data sets. We delete the date, age, sex,
and identification number from the sequential data sets.
That is, 46 attributes remain. On the other hand, each

//Item discovery;
L11 = ϕ;
For each itemi ∈ I, I ∈ sd, sd ∈ SeqDB

fq=calc freq(i, SeqDB,1);
If (is=fq/|SeqDB|) ≥ MinIs;
Then store fq to sf[i]; add i to L11;

//Item set discovery;
For(j=2; |L1j−1| ≥ 2; j++)

L1j = ϕ; N1j−1 = ϕ;
For each item setI1 ∈ L1j−1

addI1 to N1j−1;
For each item setI2 ∈ (L1j−1 − N1j−1)

If subset(I1, j − 2)==subset(I2, j − 2);
//Same attribute value constraint;
If attr kind it(I1, j − 1)̸=attr kind it(I2, j − 1);
Then mx= max (sf[I1], sf[I2]);

It = I1 ∪ I2;
If (is=calc inst(It, mx, SeqDB,1, α)) ≥ MinIs;
Then store mx to sf[It]; addIt to L1j ;

L1 = ∪jL1j ;
If |L1| ≤ 1; Then stop;
//Sequential pattern discovery;
L2 = ϕ;
For each sequences1 ∈ L1

For each sequences2 ∈ L1

If s1 > s2; Then continue;
//Neighboring attribute constraint;
If attr kind its(s1, 1)==attr kind its(s2, 1);

//Changeable attribute value constraint;
If attr value(s1, 1) ̸=attr value(s2, 1);
Then mx= max (sf[s1], sf[s2]);

st = s1 ◃▹seq s2;
If (is=calc inst(st, mx, SeqDB,2, α)) ≥ MinIs;
Then store mx to sf[st]; addst to L2;
st = s2 ◃▹seq s1;
If (is=calc inst(st, mx, SeqDB,2, α)) ≥ MinIs;
Then store mx to sf[st]; addst to L2;

For(k=3; |Lk−1| ≥ 2; k++)
Lk = ϕ;
For each sequences1 ∈ Lk−1

For each sequences2 ∈ Lk−1

If s1 > s2; Then continue;
If subseq(s1, k − 2)==subseq(s2, k − 2);

//Changeable attribute value constraint;
If attr value(s1, k − 1) ̸=attr value(s2, k − 1);
Then mx= max (sf[s1], sf[s2]);

st = s1 ◃▹seq s2;
If (is=calc inst(st, mx, SeqDB,k, α)) ≥ MinIs;
Then store mx to sf[st]; addst to Lk;
st = s2 ◃▹seq s1;
If (is=calc inst(st, mx, SeqDB,k, α)) ≥ MinIs;
Then store mx to sf[st]; addst to Lk;

Figure 4. A mining algorithm of characteristic sequential patterns

attribute is composed of 3 or more attribute values. We
generate an item corresponding to each attribute value.
For example, if an attribute “blood pressure” is composed
of three attribute values, “high”, “normal”, and “low”,
then “blood pressure/high”, “blood pressure/normal”, and
“blood pressure/low” are generated as items. Therefore,
each item set of the sequential data sets is composed of
454 items.
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B. Experimental Method

We introduce two other constraints in our experiments.
One is the number of items included in item sets and
the other is the time interval of neighboring items. The
number is 2 and the time interval is 1 year. We also
perform 3 kinds of experiments. In these experiments,
we use 7 confidence priorities: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and
10. Here, we note that results of the confidence priority 0
correspond to the results of the support. We can compare
the sequential interestingness with the support.

The first experiment uses 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 as
the minimum sequential interestingness. The experiment
investigates the numbers of the discovered sequential
patterns and verifies that the attribute constraints can
deal with small minimum sequential interestingness. Also,
the experiment evaluates the relationships between the
numbers and confidence priorities.

The second experiment adjusts the minimum sequential
interestingness. The experiment investigates the contents
of discovered sequential patterns and evaluates the cor-
respondence between the contents and confidence priori-
ties. In this experiment, the number of 1st characteristic
sequential patterns in the confidence priorities is almost
equal to 11,807. The numbers are decided based on the
case that the confidence priority is 0 and its minimum
sequential interestingness is 0.03. Here, we note that
the numbers are not completely equal because multiple
sequential patterns can have the same sequential interest-
ingness. We set such minimum values that the numbers
of the patterns based on the minimum sequential inter-
estingness are larger than or equal to 11,807 as the min-
imum sequential interestingness. That is, the minimum
interestingness is 1.5418E-02, 7.9418E-03, 2.1290E-03,
1.6368E-04, 7.8920E-08, and 2.2662E-13, respectively.

The third experiment uses 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 as
the minimum sequential interestingness and does not use
the attribute constraints. The experiment investigates the
number of discovered sequential patterns and verifies
the effect of the constraints by comparing the minimum
sequential interestingness in the third experiment with that
in the first experiment.

C. Experimental Results

Figure 5 ∼ Figure 7 shows results of three exper-
iments, respectively. In each figure, the vertical axis
shows the number of the discovered sequential patterns.
The horizontal axes in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the
confidence priorities and the horizontal axis in Figure
7 shows the minimum sequential interestingness. Figure
5 shows the results of the first experiment. Figure 5(a)
and Figure 5(b) show the number of discovered 1st
characteristic sequential patterns and 2nd characteristic
sequential patterns, respectively. In these figures, each line
shows results corresponding to the minimum sequential
interestingness. Figure 6 shows the results of the second
experiment. Figure 6(a) shows the number of discovered
2nd sequential patterns. Figure 6(b) shows the numbers
of two kinds of discovered 1st characteristic sequential

patterns. One is “Individual” and the other is “Common”.
“Individual” shows the number of the patterns that are not
discovered in the case of the support and are discovered
in each case of other confidence priorities. “Common”
shows the number of the patterns that are discovered in
both the case of the support and in each case of the other
confidence priorities. Lastly, Figure 7 shows the results of
the third experiment. In Figure 7, each line corresponds to
length of the characteristic sequential patterns. But some
points are not drawn in these figures, because we cannot
discover all sequential patterns in view of calculation time
and memory capacity in our computer environment.

Figure 7. Results of the third experiment

D. Discussions

1) Effect of sequential interestingness:Figure 5(a)
shows that characteristic sequential patterns decrease
more dramatically as the confidence priorities become
larger. We can grasp the result by means of property
2. That is, it has two factors that decrease characteristic
sequential patterns. One is the minimum confidence and
the other is the support. Also, the minimum confidence
is powered by the confidence priorityα and its powered
value becomes small exponentially. Therefore, if we try to
discover characteristic sequential patterns whose number
is similar to the number of the patterns discovered by the
support, it is necessary to set smaller minimum sequential
interestingness. We can refer to the minimum sequential
interestingness adjusted in the second experiment in order
to decide the value. It is necessary to set the value
powered by 1

α+1+ϵ , where ϵ > 0. This is because the
minimum confidence has more or less larger impact than
the support.

Similarly, Figure 6(a) shows that 2nd characteristic
sequential patterns decrease dramatically. Also, the num-
ber of 2nd characteristic sequential patterns in the first
experiment is similar to the result as shown in Figure
5(b). We can grasp these results by means of property 2.
That is, the minimum confidence has larger impact as the
confidence priorities become larger. On the other hand,
the number of sequential patterns with high confidence is
not always large. Therefore, 2nd characteristic sequential
patterns tend to decrease when the confidence priorities
are large. The sequential interestingness is more effective
for discovering characteristic sequential patterns. This
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(a) Number of 1st characteristic sequential patterns (No adjustment) (b) Number of 2nd characteristic sequential patterns (No adjustment)

Figure 5. Results of the first experiment

(a) Number of 2nd characteristic sequential patterns (Adjustment) (b) Difference of 1st characteristic sequential patterns

Figure 6. Results of the second experiment

is because the sequential interestingness can squeeze
frequent sequential patterns from the viewpoint of con-
fidence.

Figure 6(b) shows that different 1st characteristic se-
quential patterns increase and common 1st ones decrease
as the confidence priorities become larger. We can grasp
the result by means of property 4. That is, it is easy for the
sequential interestingness to discover sequential patterns
including items whose frequency is low. The sequential
interestingness tends to discover sequential patterns in-
cluding various items. The patterns are more characteristic
than the ones based on the support, because the analysts
have to check many similar sequential patterns in the case
of the support.

The confidence priority has large influence on discov-
ery of sequential patterns. It is important to decide the
appropriate confidence priority. In order to decide the
confidence priority, we note the ratios of different charac-
teristic sequential patterns to all discovered characteristic
sequential patterns. In future work, we will try to show the
relationships between the confidence priorities and ratios.

2) Effect of attribute constraints:Figure 7 shows that
it is necessary to set high minimum sequential interest-
ingness in order to discover all characteristic sequential
patterns, if the attribute constraints are not introduced. The
discovered characteristic sequential patterns are composed
of limited items, because there are few items whose
sequential interestingness is high. Most of the patterns
are widespread and are not characteristic. Even if there
are true characteristic sequential patterns, they are mixed
up with many characteristic sequential patterns and it is
difficult to discover the true ones. On the other hand, the

attribute constraints can discover all characteristic sequen-
tial patterns, even if the minimum sequential interesting-
ness is small. The constraints can discover characteristic
sequential patterns composed of various items. Therefore,
the constraints tend to discover true ones.

3) Generality of attribute constraints:We can use the
same attribute constraint, when attributes have three or
more attribute values in the sequential pattern mining.
The same attribute constraint has high generality. Also,
the neighboring attribute constraint can check the trend
of attributes. The trend is of interest in many application
fields such as prediction of stock prices and the amounts
sold. Therefore, the neighboring attribute constraint has
high generality. On the other hand, the changeable at-
tribute value constraint depends on the analysis of the
medical examination data to a greater or lesser extent. The
analysts have strong interest in the change from normal
ranges of medical examination data to abnormal ones.
The changeable attribute value constraint can catch the
change. However, the constraint does not always catch
the change, if some attributes change with time lags. It
may be necessary to introduce a more flexible constraint
in the case of other application fields. In future work, we
will consider the constraint that more flexibly catches the
change among attributes.

In light of these discussions, we believe that the se-
quential interestingness and the attribute constraints are
efficient.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a new criterion and three attribute
constraints. The criterion satisfies the Apriori property and
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the attribute constraints evaluate relationships of items
both in an item set and in neighboring item sets. This
paper also verified the effectiveness of the proposed
method by applying it to medical examination data.

In future work, we will show the discovered charac-
teristic sequential patterns to experts in order to evaluate
their validity. Also, we will try to introduce other attribute
constraints to restrict relationships between multiple at-
tributes in a neighboring time interval. In addition, we
will try to consider a method that seamlessly deals with
numerical data and discrete data.
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